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ABSTRAK

This thesis entitled "Moral Anxiety of Samantha Described in Caroline Plaisted in E-Love" has an objective to analyze the moral anxiety which is experienced by Samantha as the main character. There are two kinds of method applied in this thesis, they are library research method and approach. The library research method is used to get information dealing with the object analysis. There are two kinds of approaches applied here. They are structural approach and psychological approach. The structural approach used to analyze the structural elements of a literary work, like character and conflict. While the psychological approach is used to analyze the moral anxiety which is experienced by Samantha. The result of analysis shows that the main character of this novel is Samantha. She is described as a girl who is tricky, tricky, realize, liar imaginative, curious, anxious and careless. She belongs to round static character since she has one specific traits, but she changes from a calm girl to be an anxious girl. Samantha also experiences both internal and external conflict. The internal conflict happens when she is not happy with her life since her parents always focus only on their job, She wants to get to know him deeper and meets face to face with Dan. Her external conflict happens when she against her mother, she against Boy ‘17, she against her friends, Samantha against the rule of school and against Steve. Finally the moral anxiety of Samantha is classified into moral anxiety. Her anxieties realize her that she must overcome all of the problems well.
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